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A note has entitled "Artificial 

IntelligenceU. which used the same 

phrase in its title3. ewre e-w#h4his-criti&3m-and-because- 

&he&erm-art&Xc-iaL--intelligence-is-being--used -among- che&+s-mere-a.& 
~~oc*J~A,+~., ~4 belteve & i's Iiz~~-~~'ih.dI - 

~t&y,-wwiak to distinguish statistical pattern recognition 
&&J./y-f-c t t, I? c- /f-J&c. LL.xc_C I LJ L--qm-- 4 - 

schemes from artificial 1 ntelligence programs. 
A 

II 

. . (1 ~n-con~ered-..f.-su~~ti-sioe ificial-intelligence- \ 
&CD-\ e2J 

The procedures for pattern recognition in t e early 1960’s ?r 
A 

semantic information 

gnitiomtif the 1970's. More recently, 

5 because of fundamental 

differences in initial assumptions and computational procedures. Although 

there is still no precise definition of artificial intelligence (AI), most 

workers in the area would agree that work in AI is characterized by its 

use of judgmental rules for reasoning about a problem; The judgmental 

rules, . or heuristics, ct4m%&y do not guarantee the solution to a problem: 
&.q b--4- Iu/?-w!~ 4 50 . . Y , &e+e~~~t3~%-&keep the$easoning st,eps of the program within 

bounds of plausibility. 
5ey-c b-f; \--.+.& 

That is, an AI program may not solve a problem, 

but its reasoning, if the judgmental rules are good, will not be considered 

totally irrelevant. A second dimension which may help to distinguish AI r , 

programs from-.others is that the problems which are of interest are 
. ~ms=wh%chm more complex than a 

how to solve using a straightforward, algorithmic method. &%&typically, 
s 
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the problems are non-numerical, that is, they are not the kinds of 
* 

problems one can solve with a set of simultaneous equations. 

Computer programs with some degree of AI content are now being 

applied to chemical problems, for example, the analysis 6 and synthesis 7 

of molecular structures. Even a cursory comparison of these reports with 

descriptions of applications of statistical procedures to chemical 

problems8'g will reveal fundamental differences in methodology. 

The statistical procedures, described variously as, for example, 

machine intelligence 8 and pattern recognition 9 , can be valuable techniques 

if applied with discretion. The fundamental assumption is that there is 

some relationship between the experimental data and the property (i.e., 

pharmacological activity2) of interest 8,lo , If this assumption is not 

correct, erroneous hypotheses may appear to be validated because of 

accidental clustering, as Clerc et.al. 1 and Perrin3a have shown. 

A, these statistical techniques can be called ?&H#ea&.~=&-: 
M4 -kL *p? -@-q 
Judgmental knowledge used routinely by chemists is not employed w 

. =F w As long as theoretical reasons for clustering are lacking, 

interpretation of the results will be on a questionable footing. This is 

in sharp contrast to current AI programs where the judgmental knowledge 

and the+mqym#w reasoning steps are -1 



The assignment of the correct number of degrees of freedom poses 

some of the subtlest problems in statistical analysis. For example, 

consider the series of chemical names for the alkanes: 

odd even 

methane 
propane 

ethane 
butane 

It will be noted that for these first eight examples, there prevails a 
perfect agreement between the parity of the name and of the molecular formula. 
The statistical significance of this correlation is not to be defended, and its 
material and historical basis, if any, is a matter of linguistic rather than 
chemical theory. This "clustering" may, however, well be transmitted to thousands 
of derivatives whose names may then exhibit highly significant correlations with 
other properties, 

This may seem a trivial level of correction. However, more generally, one must 

keep in mind that the sample of compounds on which characteristic data are available 

are always highly selected to start with, and that conventional statistical methods 

may be unable to remove the variety of sources of confounding. On the other hand 

pattern analysis may be a valuable approach to the furthering of speculations about 

functional signatures, which can then be subjected to further study for their 

possible theoretical significance. 

.- . . . 
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